
DEDALUS COMMAND CENTER
Powering actionable data-driven 
healthcare organizations

The Dedalus Command Center provides four essential 
solutions for digital healthcare organisations:

1. Real-time surveillance and analysis of clinical and 
operational data to identify risks and exceptions.

2. Actionable measures to optimise operational capacities 
and reduce discrepancies in LOS, EDD, and ED 
attendance.

3. AI-powered rules engine that digitises KPIs, measures 
performance in real-time, and integrates optimal actions 
into workflows.

4. Instant data connectivity for quick decision-making and 
action.

The Dedalus Command Center offers real-time surveillance, 
actionable metrics, AI-powered rules, and instant data 
connectivity for efficient healthcare management.

DEDALUS LAUNCHES ITS
NEXT-GENERATION PREMIUM 
DIGITAL COMMAND CENTER 
SOLUTION

#Digital Front Door 
#Next best action
#Expert workflow

#Real-time analytics
#Actionable insight

#Prospective
#Retrospective analytics

#Optimized HTAP

#FHIR/#IHE
#openEHR/#OMOP

#6,500+ EMR
#5,500+ Diagnostics

#A Digital Twin

#AL/ML/#MLOps

#Semantically
alligned CDR

#300+ Adapters/
#HIE/#NLP

#MTPZ* hybrid Cloud
#EHDS

Our integrated approach transforms healthcare 
organisations, improving effectiveness, efficiency, 
and the patient experience. The Dedalus Command 
Center brings digital twin experiences to modern 
healthcare systems, enhancing performance 
globally. Early client results include 20% better 
operating room use and 79% fewer unplanned 
schedules. This premium service optimises care 
delivery while controlling costs.

Our approach revolutionises healthcare 
organisations, delivering improved efficiency and 
patient experience through the Dedalus Command 
Center.

THE TRANSFORMATIONAL 
CHALLENGE

Powered by
Dedalus Digital SPINE



Dedalus Group is the leading healthcare and diagnostic software provider in Europe, supporting the digital transformation of 6300 hospitals and 5700 
Laboratories worldwide, processing its solutions for more than 540 millions of population worldwide. Dedalus supports the whole continuum of care, 
offering open standards-based solutions serving each actor of the Healthcare Ecosystem to provide better care in a healthier planet.

For more information 
www.dedalus.comLife flows through our software

TRUTHFULNESS:
You can trust and believe 
what is being presented

RELEVANCE:
What is the current status 
of impacted patients/
resources/assets?

USEFULNESS:
Has utility to do 
something

ACTIONABLE:
Act on what is

required

OPERATIONAL
GOVERNANCE

#Semantic Interoperability

#FHIR | #openEHR | #OMOP | #IHE 

#Document Repository #Next Best Action

#optimized HTAP #Actionable Insights

#Digital Transformation #MLOPS #EMPI

#Process Simulation #Directory Services

#Health Information Exchange #CDR

#Document Registry #Audit #EHDS

COMMAND CENTRE GUIDING PRINCIPLES

SPOTLIGHT ON THE COMMAND CENTER APPROACH
WHY THE COMMAND CENTER IS IN DEDALUS’ WHEELHOUSE

6,500+
EHR/EMR Deployments

5,500
Diagnostic Deployments 

300+
ADAPTERS

300
KPIs

400+
Dedalus ConnectedCare 
Deployments


